Abstract. We establish expansion formulas of q-exponential functions in terms of continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials, continuous q-Hermite polynomials and Askey-Wilson polynomials. The proofs are based on solving connection coe cient problems.
Introduction.
The q-exponential function on a q-quadratic grid is 
+n are q-Bessel functions Is], Ga:Ra] and C n (x; jq) are the continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials As:Is], Ga:Ra] . This formula has attracted some attention and two di erent proofs were given in Fl:Vi] ; ir :
The purpose of this paper is to extend (1.3) to an Askey-Wilson polynomial expansion (see (2.7)), and thereby also several special cases: (4.1), (4.4), (4.6). We also specialize (2.7) to nd expansions of q-Bessel functions instead of the quadratic q-exponential function, see (3.2), (3.3). The fundamental technique is a connection coe cient result for Askey-Wilson polynomials (Theorem 1), which is established from the Nassrallah-Rahman integral Ga :Ra, (6.3.9)] It is known that expansions of the type treated in this paper are equivalent to inversions of certain lower triangular matrices Fi:Is] and to Lagrange and qLagrange inversion Ge:St]. In x6 we give the matrices and inverse relations lying behind the expansions established in this paper. We explain a positivity result for the connection coe cients for certain Askey-Wilson polynomials in x5.
We record here the de nitions and properties of the q-Bessel functions that will be required. The q-Bessel functions J 2. A Basic Expansion Formula.
We prove Theorem 1, which is the fundamental theorem in this paper. It allows one to expand any function of ( e i ; e ?i ; q) n in terms of Askey-Wilson polynomials which are de ned by (see As:Wi] and is := 2 (abcd; q) 1 (q; ab; ac; ad; bc; bd; cd; q) 1 :
This is valid if max(jaj; jbj; jcj; jdj) < 1. The integral in (2.3) can be evaluated by the Nassrallah-Rahman integral, Ga:Ra,(6.3.8)], and is equal to 2 ( b; c; d; abcdq k ; bcdq n ; q) 1 (q; bc; bd; cd; abq k ; acq k ; adq k ; bq n ; cq n ; dq n ; bcd; q) 1 8 W 7 ( bcd=q; bc; bd; cd; q ?k =a; q ?n ; q; a q n+k ) = ( d; =d; q) n (ab; ac; q) k n X m=0 (q ?n ; bd; cd; q) m Setting a = q =2 in (3.5) and using (1.6), we see that (1.2) follows from (3.5).
By taking the limit ! 1 in (1.3) we nd that (ib) n q n 2 =4 H n (xjq) (q; q) n ; where H n (xjq) = (q; q) n C n (x; 0jq); are the continuous q-Hermite polynomials.
E q expansions in special Askey-Wilson polynomials.
In this section we evaluate A n;j using special balanced 4 3 's. This naturally leads to expansions in special families of Askey-Wilson polynomials, see (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4). We also choose two specializations so that A n;j is transformable, yielding E q expansions, including (1.3). At the end of the section we also prove the Al-SalamChihara polynomial result by generating functions.
Andrews is a q-analogue of J (xr), x = cos . The 2 1 's in (4.1) can be expressed in terms of the above q-Bessel function.
If we set c = 0 then the 2 1 in (4.1) becomes a 1 0 , which can be summed by the q-binomial theorem Ga:Ra,(II.3)]. We nd then the 4 3 series in (2.5) can no longer be summed. However the 4 3 series in (2.5) can still be transformed to another 4 3 series in base q 1=2 by Ga:Ra,(III.21)]. It turns out that the series over n in (2.7), a double sum, can be simpli ed further by an interchange of the order of summation and nally reduced to a single sum. The result is equivalent to (1.3), To prove (4.6) we nd the coe cient of b n p j (x; e ?i ; e i ) on both sides. The left side coe cient (by (2.7) and (2.5)) is a 3 2 on base q with one denominator parameter equal to 0. The right side coe cient (by the q-binomial theorem) gives a 3 2 on base q 2 . These are equal using Ga:Ra,(3.10.13), (3.2.2)]. The preceding sketch of the proof of (4.6) is not transparent, so we also prove (4.6) from earlier results in this paper.
The This can be iterated using the symmetry of p n (x; a; b; c; d) in its parameters. Thus we have proven that the B m;j of (5.1) is nonnegative for 0 < < a < 1; 0 < < b < 1; 0 < < c < 1; 0 < < d < 1:
6. Matrix Inversion.
In this section we prove Theorem 1 from an explicit matrix inversion. Let n (x; a) = (ae i ; ae ?i ; q) n ; x = cos : It follows from Ga:Ra,(II.12)] that n (x; ) = n X k=0 C nk k (x; a): where C nk = q k (q ?n ; q) k (a ; =a; q) n (q; a ; aq 1?n = ; q) k :
To establish Theorem 1, it remains to expand k (x; a) in terms of the Askey- where D nj (t) = (q ?n ; tq n ; q) j ; t = abcd=q; 1=c j = q ?j (q; ab; ac; ad; q) j : It is known (see for example (3.6.19) and (3.6.20) Thus Theorem 1 follows from the matrix inversion (6.1). Since there is bibasic version of (6.1), there is also a bibasic version of Theorem 1. We can also nd the inverse of the lower triangular matrix A n;j of Theorem 1 by expanding the polynomials p j (x; a; b; c; d) in terms of l (x; ). Using (6.1) we nd A ?1 j;l =q l a l?j ?l (abq l ; acq l ; adq l ; q) j?l (abcdq j?1 ; q ?j ; q) l (q; q) l 4 3 q l?j ; abcdq j+l?1 ; a= ; a q l abq l ; acq l ; adq l q; q ;
which gives a discrete orthogonality relation for a 4 3 .
